Stop the Pharmaceutical Genocide in Africa!

Behind the mask of “Samaritans”, the political stakeholders of the G8 drug export nations are organizing the largest genocide in history – with AIDS chemotherapy. An analysis of the 2007 G8 Summit

The pharmaceutical industry has sought out the earth’s poorest continent, Africa, as the latest marketplace for its billion-dollar business with disease. The cunning trick of pharmaceutical multinational involves the relentless promotion of highly toxic AIDS “chemo” pills that damage the immune system as “life-saving” to patients with immune deficiency conditions such as AIDS. Millions of people in Africa and other developing regions of the world pay for this pharmaceutical business with the AIDS epidemic with their lives. The death toll of this form of pharmaceutical colonialism has reached genocidal proportions in Africa alone.

The promoters of this African genocide are the political stakeholders of the pharmaceutical cartel, namely the governments of the leading pharmaceutical export nations: the US, UK, Germany and other governments of the “G8”. In a globally organized brainwashing campaign artists, media and even the churches are being called upon to promote these highly toxic AIDS “chemo” pills as “life-savers”. The aim of this propaganda campaign is obvious: the people of the US, the UK, Germany and other G8 countries are being led to believe these obvious lies. Worse, hundreds of millions of people living in those countries are being coerced by their own governments to finance the pharmaceutical genocide in Africa – with their own taxes. It is high time to stop the pharmaceutical business with the AIDS epidemic and all other forms of pharmaceutical colonialism in Africa and elsewhere – through a global information and education campaign.

For decades the pharmaceutical industry claimed that cancer was a death sentence. This phantom of fear was used to drive millions of people – our siblings, parents and sometimes even our children too – into the arms of pharmacologically-oriented medicine. This industry promised cancer-ridden patients that it would combat their disease with the help of highly toxic chemicals – so-called “chemo” drugs. What was intentionally concealed from millions of people was that many of these “chemo” substances – including the widely used cyclophosphamide – were officially classified by authorities in the US and other countries as “cancer-causing agents”.

It requires an amazing degree of criminal intent for the pharmaceutical cartel to give millions of cancer patients hope of a cure from pharmaceutical “chemo” substances which are known to actually induce cancer! In other words, these drugs generate or aggravate the very disease they are supposedly combating. The same scheme is now being used to develop a global drug market for the AIDS epidemic.

The pharmaceutical business with the AIDS epidemic: A crime against humanity

After the house of cards of “chemo” drugs as the answer to the cancer epidemic collapsed in the face of the pharmaceutical industry, it did all in its power to build up a gigantic new market – the billion-dollar business with the AIDS epidemic. The highly toxic chemicals – injected into the veins of cancer patients in industrialized countries – were now being pressed into pills and exported to developing countries to be swallowed by people suffering from the immune deficiency condition AIDS.

The marketing trick of the pharmaceutical groups in Africa is to perform an identical re-run of the criminal “chemo” drug scam pulled on cancer patients in the industrialized world for half a century. Now the potential victims are hundreds of millions of people suffering from AIDS in the developing world. The scientific proof for this scam is obvious: The most significant established side-effect of these AIDS “chemo” pills – also known as antiretrovirals (ARVs) – is to damage the immune system. In other words, by using these highly toxic “chemo” drugs that ultimately destroy the immune system, the already weakened immune system of AIDS patients is being further compromised.

All of this happens despite the fact that none of the marketed AIDS “chemo” pills are licensed in any country of the world for curing HIV infections or AIDS. On the contrary, because of the lack of any proof that these ARV drugs provide a cure for HIV-infections or AIDS, pharmaceutical companies are legally required to print a prominent warning that the preparations are “no cure” for HIV-infections.

The criminal pharmaceutical business with disease, which has already claimed tens of millions of victims, can thus be summarized as follows:

• Cancer -> cancer-causing “chemo” drugs -> new cancer -> bigger pharma profits
• AIDS -> immune-damaging “chemo” drugs -> more immune deficiency diseases -> bigger pharma profits

The motives for AIDS genocide

The pharmaceutical industry’s crimes, both against millions of cancer patients and millions of AIDS patients, have reached genocidal dimensions. In industrialized nations, the motives of the pharmaceutical industry in committing crimes against millions of cancer patients can be explained by the insatiable greed of this industry. However, in the case of pharmaceutical business with the AIDS epidemic in Africa, a whole new political and economic level must be added.

After the loss of their colonial territories in Africa, Latin America and south-east Asia, the former colonial powers of Europe and North America – now assembled within the “G8” – have seamlessly substituted the brutal colonialism of the past with more covert forms of the same brutal economic dependency. The aim of the industrialized countries today is to
Drain financial resources from African governments and other developing regions to such an extent that economic development for these countries and a dignified life for its inhabitants are made impossible.

The most insidious form of this economic colonialism is “pharmaceutical colonialism”. Disguised as “medical aid” and marketed via international development organizations from the UN to the World Bank, the governments of Africa are coerced to pay billions to import pharmaceutical drugs. To further increase their pressure the pharmaceutical industry is using the mass media to literally organize witch-hunts against governments that oppose their interests.

The G8 countries’ business and finance circles have developed pharmaceutical colonialism, and above all, the pharmaceutical business with the AIDS epidemic, into an economic and political instrument of power to attain two of their most important goals:

1. Multi-billion-dollar “tribute payments” by the governments of the developing world for pharmaceutical imports are being used to keep the developing countries in economic dependency.

2. The mass distribution of highly toxic AIDS “chemo” drugs in Africa means that pharmaceutical genocide is being strategically used as “population control” in Africa and other developing regions. In this way, the economic injustice between rich and poor nations is being cemented.

As stated, all this is happening under the insidious, deceptive cloak of “Samaritanism”, “development aid”, or even “charity” by the G8 countries towards developing nations.

Pharmaceutical genocide in Auschwitz then and in Africa now

The accusations made here are grave and they are not made lightly. However, the facts speak for themselves and everyone can verify them.

In the face of the incomprehensibility of these crimes, one has to ask whether the financial circles behind the pharmaceutical and chemical industry have only “slid into crime” in recent decades or whether they were responsible for similar atrocities in the past as well. The answer to this question is also sobering:

At the Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal, US chief prosecutor Telford Taylor summarized responsibility for the Second World War, and its 80 million dead, in the following way: “The second world war would not have been possible without IG Farben”. IG Farben – the group comprising Bayer, BASF and Hoechst – was the biggest pharmaceutical and chemicals group in the world at that time. To realize its plans for world domination, it financed the Nazis’ rise to power and in return, as the Nazis conquered Europe, IG Farben received the chemical industries of Europe for free.

Bayer, Hoechst and BASF were also the builders of the biggest industrial complex in the world at that time, based in the small Silesian town of Auschwitz. They were also the financiers and beneficiaries of the Auschwitz concentration and death camp close by. In inhumane experiments they organized the deaths of tens of thousands of innocent inmates, who were sacrificed in experiments with their patented but as yet untested pharmaceutical drugs. Even Zyklon-B gas, used to murder millions in the gas chambers, was manufactured by the IG Farben group.

The IG-Farben director responsible for Auschwitz, Fritz Ter Meer was sentenced at the Nuremberg war crimes trials, together with other pharmaceutical and chemicals managers, for “enslavement” and “mass murder”. Eight years later the same Fritz Ter Meer was no longer in prison but had used his “connections” within the pharmaceutical industry to become chairman of the board of the German drug company Bayer. The fact that Ter Meer had been sentenced for genocide before clearly did not stand in the way of his career as “pharma boss” during the second half of the twentieth century. What a devastating verdict for the credibility of this industry!

All that remains to be said is that the Bayer pharmaceutical drugs tested on innocent Auschwitz inmates were the same “chemotherapy agents” which provided the basis for billion-dollar pharmaceutical markets built up after the second world war.

An examination of history is sufficient to show that the pharmaceutical genocide currently being organized in Africa is by no means an “exception” but that it stands in a long tradition of crimes committed by this industry for decades.

Organized brain-washing by the pharmaceutical cartel

Given such facts, the pharmaceutical cartel has to make enormous efforts to conceal these atrocities and historical realities. It is hardly surprising therefore that the organizers of AIDS genocide in Africa do not shy away from instrumentalizing entire sectors of society for their deceptive PR campaigns.

Hardly a day goes by without TV programmes showing artists beating the drum for distribution of still more AIDS “chemo” pills in Africa. Singers Bono, Geldorf and other artists – one would assume intelligent people – are clearly incapable of even reading the official product information sheets included in every package of AIDS “chemo” drugs. If these “illiterati” would read this information their songs would stick in their throats, and they may have a chance to realize that they have been misused as compliant puppets by the pharmaceutical drug cartel.

Particularly malicious is the support provided by innumerable charities, even the current leadership of the Evangelical Church in Germany (EKD) and their “charity” organization “Bread for the World”. While more and more of the faithful turn away in horror from the pharmaceutical genocide based on AIDS “chemo” drugs, advisers to EKD head Huber, too, seem unable or unwilling to read the product information relating to the AIDS pills they are promoting. In view of the effect of their decisions on the lives of millions of people in Africa, we cannot help but describe Mr. Huber’s advisers as medically and scientifically illiterate. The damage this handful of people has brought on the EKD around the world is already irreparable.

Why is it so important for the pharmaceutical cartel and its political stakeholders such as Bush, Merkel and Blair to draw on so many areas of society to support the pharmaceutical genocide in Africa? The answer is, once again, sobering: The people in Africa are so poor that they cannot pay for pharmaceutical drugs. This is why the governments of developing countries have to bear the overall bill for billions of dollars of AIDS “chemo” imports. Worse still, the billions of supposed “development aid” and “debt relief” coming from Germany, the USA and other G8 countries are only made available to those African governments which, in turn, use these funds to import toxic pharmaceutical AIDS “chemo”.

To top it all, the pharmaceutical drug cartel is attacking everyone who dares to call the deliberate slaughtering of millions of people in Africa genocide.

To defend their multi-billion dollar market with toxic ARV drugs in Africa, the South African Medical Association and a group of stormtroopers that “organizes rented crowds for the drug industry” are trying to block the use of effective, safe and affordable micronutrients in the fight against AIDS by court order.

Towards this end they have filed a complaint in a South African court that resembles the propaganda complaints of the Nazi/IG Farben era. This propaganda lawsuit is directed against the Dr. Rath Health Foundation as well as the government of South Africa.

This historic lawsuit will go to court in South Africa in late 2007.

Dr. Rath and his colleagues summarized their response to these frivolous attacks in form of a book entitled “End AIDS – Break the Chains of Pharmaceutical Colonialism.”

This book is also available in the United States from the address shown on the back cover of this book.

The multinational pharmaceutical groups thus ensure, on the one hand, that Africa’s governments poison the people of their own countries with AIDS “chemo” drugs, and on the other hand, they exploit the propaganda for the AIDS “chemo” drug business by artists, media and churches in the industrialized nations to create the political conditions under which the citizens of Europe and the USA can be manipulated and milked of their tax revenues for this purpose.

Our Information and education campaign must end the genocide

For this reason too it is high time for us to enlighten the people of Europe, America and the entire world about such things. It must no longer be the case that we, the people of Europe and America – without even knowing it – help fund organized pharmaceutical genocide in Africa through the taxes we pay!

We all know that there is as yet no treatment for AIDS which guarantees a complete cure. But we also know that vitamins and micronutrients – unlike AIDS “chemo” – strengthen the immune system and can help people with immune deficiency to reduce or even reverse the symptoms of this disease. The micronutrient programme run by the Dr. Rath Foundation in South Africa has clearly demonstrated this. This is documented in detail on our Foundation’s website (www.dr-rath-foundation.org).

Thus there is an alternative to highly toxic “chemo;” not just for treating cancer but also for immune deficiency disease. We should use this opportunity to gain time for further research, with the ultimate goal to eliminate the AIDS epidemic.

The common aim of all those who think and act responsibly must be to do everything possible to put an end to the pharmaceutical genocide with AIDS “chemo” drugs, and to help combat AIDS in an effective way, without side effects.

On behalf of millions of people let us stop the pharmaceutical genocide in Africa!

Let us do so now!